ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
When examining proteins, information relating to the evolutionary origin and to the function and mode of action of a protein are held in both their sequence and their structure. If function is to be maintained, structure is likely to be more rigorously conserved than sequence, so this information can be particularly valuable when comparing distantly related proteins. Additionally, clustering proteins into families based on both criteria and observing the conservation of residues/structural elements and their positions within a protein, can highlight aspects that are characteristic of a family. We provide a database that allows both sequence and structure relationships between homologous proteins to be examined simultaneously.
HOMSTRAD (1, 2) , together with the structural annotation program, JOY (3) , and the homology recognition software, FUGUE (4), have proved effective tools for use in expert led and automated comparative modelling (5 and http:// predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp5/Casp5.html, http://www.cs. bgu.ac.il/~d®scher/CAFASP3), in the characterization of protein families (6, 7) and in the identi®cation of previously unrecognized similarities between proteins. The database has also been used to prepare environment-speci®c substitution tables (8, 4) and for benchmarking other data sets (9, 10) .
HOMSTRAD provides combined protein sequence and structure information extracted from the PDB (Protein Data Bank) (11), a primary protein structure repository, and relies heavily on other databases, especially Pfam (sequence-based families) (12) and SCOP (structure-based families) (13) . Pfam contains carefully compiled homologous protein sequence families and is based primarily around data from SWISS-PROT (14) , an annotated sequence repository. SCOP is a hierarchical classi®cation database of protein structures from the PDB and uses expert led compilation procedures. Unlike other sequence/structure-based databases such as CATH (15) , HOMSTRAD has some unique features that facilitate the comparison of homologous proteins at the sequence and structure levels. These include JOY annotated alignments (3), so that structural information can be seen in the context of a sequence alignment, and superpositions of the structures within each family.
The expanding collection of protein structure information released through the PDB has meant that a restructuring of HOMSTRAD is required in order to keep pace with family updates. Consequently, the core family information has been put into a relational database (MySQL). This new version of HOMSTRAD, referred to as HOMSTRAD BETA in this article, is currently being tested.
The revised data structures provided by HOMSTRAD BETA allow for additional information to be made available to database users, reduce data redundancy and update times, make it easier to perform complex data analyses and provide the¯exibility necessary for future developments. Currently the database holds~2700 families, just under half of which are multi-member (i.e. include more than one structure from the PDB). 
DATABASE TABLE DESIGN
In order to design the new database, an analysis of the components of HOMSTRAD was carried out, breaking it down into its smallest parts (Fig. 1) . Some of these levels of division are obvious, such as the division of a family into PDB chains, whilst others are less clear. Occasionally the complexity of protein domain structures means that one domain may consist of more than one non-contiguous stretch of a PDB chain or chains. We refer to the entire region of a PDB entry that occurs in a HOMSTRAD family as a range and call each contiguous section of that range a fragment. We use the term range' rather than`domain' because, although many HOMSTRAD families consist of single domains (where the de®nitions of domains are guided by Pfam and SCOP), we also hold multi-domain families to allow the relationships between domains to be examined. Each range in a family, therefore, corresponds to one or more domains. A particular range can belong to one and only one family but more than one overlapping or non-overlapping range from the same PDB chain can exist in the database. As will be discussed later, this range can also be a representative for multiple other highly similar ranges whose data are also stored.
We have applied standard principals of relational database design to this information. The core data for the new HOMSTRAD BETA database (held in MySQL) now has tables for PDB entries, PDB chains, representative ranges, ranges, fragments, linking information to external databases and various other tables required to maintain workable relationships.
FAMILY GENERATION PROCEDURE
In the core HOMSTRAD BETA database there is a general ow of data in, from the PDB (this is clustered to give a nonredundant data setÐsee next section), SWISS-PROT (14) , Pfam (12) and SCOP (13) , which converges at the`range' level ( Fig. 1) . This assorted text and sequence information from various sources is then integrated and the ranges are clustered into HOMSTRAD families using BLAST sequence searches and clustering information from Pfam. At this point manual input is required to check the families and make any alterations that are needed. We do not maintain a speci®c cutoff threshold for inclusion into a family although we have always de®ned a family as a group of proteins that show clear evidence of common ancestry. This is in contrast to CAMPASS (16) , which includes super-family alignments of more distantly related structures. To de®ne families in practice, in line with other partially automated databases, the quality of the alignment and superposition are judged by eye and dissimilar structures or sequences are moved into a separate family (see the family example below). When the family details are ready, the programs described in the software section below are run to generate the various ®les needed to display the family on the web.
CLUSTERING OF PDB CHAINS AND IDENTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURES
Revisions have been made to the HOMSTRAD procedures used to cluster highly similar PDB protein sequences and there are now two phases to this process.
During the ®rst stage, PDB chains are clustered into groups, each representing a distinct native protein. Initially, SWISS-PROT (14) entries are matched to corresponding PDB chains through BLAST sequence searching. Comparison of text information is used to re®ne these hits. Next the sequences are clustered at a 99% identity threshold and textual information from the PDB entries and the corresponding SWISS-PROT links are used to adjust the threshold and either merge clusters or split them. This results in a set of~7500 clusters. Whilst not a totally foolproof technique this signi®cantly improves the reliability of clustering of PDB sequences that contain Figure 1 . A number of steps are required to incorporate data from the PDB into HOMSTRAD BETA. First, each PDB entry is separated into chains and those containing nucleic acid data only, Ca data only, theoretical structures or data that have been discredited in some way are added to a separate data table and processed no further. Those that survive this ®ltering process are passed through the procedures detailed in the ®gure (boxed, to the left) with input from SWISS-PROT, SCOP and Pfam data at various stages as indicated (very left hand side). To the right is a schematic representation tracing the processes undergone by three sample PDB chains, one of which (chain B) encodes a hypothetical protein containing two domains, the ®rst domain of which consists of two fragments. Families are generated corresponding to each of the two domains and also to the full-length protein. The PDB chain A sequence is homologous to domain 1 of chain B and so is incorporated into the same family. Many families in HOMSTRAD are simpler than this and at present just over 1000 include only one chain with one fragment, as is seen for the hypothetical family that contains chain C. These families will increase in size as more structures are released into the PDB and are matched to the families. disordered or mutated regions so that less manual adjustments have to be made later in the process.
The second clustering phase is carried out as the families are compiled from ranges. This step is sequence based and a threshold of 90% identity is used, i.e. no two representative ranges within a family should have an identity higher than 90%. Without this stage, many highly similar proteins could be present in a family, obscuring relationships between less similar proteins and skewing the data content, potentially affecting the pro®les used by FUGUE (4).
The comprehensive SWISS-PROT links are a key improvement in HOMSTRAD BETA and have uses outside clustering methods. Whilst other databases maintain reasonable SWISS-PROT/PDB links, they are dif®cult to keep up to date and are often de®ned only at the PDB entry level rather than at the PDB chain level. For protein family analysis purposes, it is proving useful to hold comprehensive information on SWISS-PROT/PDB mapping to provide a bridge between structural and sequence information in other databases.
SOFTWARE PROCEDURES USED TO GENERATE THE BETA FAMILIES
The underlying principals for generating family-speci®c data have remained the same. Homologous protein structures are superimposed, and an alignment produced using COMPARER (17) followed by a revised superposition using MNYFIT. The alignment is then annotated using JOY (3) and a family pro®le is generated for use with the FUGUE (4) search engine. Finally the family extensions are added. Evolutionary trace data are provided by TRACE SUIT II (18), extended CLUSTALW (19) sequence alignments are appended and PROSITE (20) motifs are incorporated into the alignments (2). The step used to generate the structure-based alignment is now modular so that other software can be interchanged to some extent. We are currently testing a new version of COMPARER in this role.
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE WEB-ACCESSIBLE DATABASE
The transfer of core data to a more¯exible, easily queried relational format and the addition of new data, have allowed several new features to be added to the HOMSTRAD BETA web pages (Fig. 2) .
Keyword search facilities have been improved allowing several different types of accession number to be input as queries.
Connections between related but distinct families are now available via the`links to other Homstrad families' link on each family page. This provides a list of PDB sequences within the current family and their percentage identities and BLAST E-value scores to sequences in other families.
One limitation of the original HOMSTRAD database was its poor links between PDB chains and SWISS-PROT entries. As discussed earlier, this problem is being remedied in HOMSTRAD BETA and more comprehensive SWISS-PROT links are provided. Links to the corresponding Pfam families are also maintained more rigorously.
A major addition to the database is the custom alignment facility, accessed via the`show related PDB structures and sequences' link on every family page. In the current version of HOMSTRAD, each entry within a family is a representative of a number of other PDB chains and is selected on the basis of several criteriaÐprimarily the resolution of the structure. This does not allow for non-representative structures, which are perhaps in different complexes or have critical mutations, to be viewed. Using the custom alignment facility, different combinations of PDB entry sequence can be aligned on the¯y and a JOY annotated alignment and structural superposition provided. It is also possible to add in SWISS-PROT sequences to the alignment so that any gaps in the sequence/structure information, disordered regions or mutations can be identi®ed more easily. This kind of facility is only possible now that data on all the non-representative PDB chains are being maintained within the relational database.
AN EXAMPLE: THE GLYCERALDEHYDE 3-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE FAMILIES
GAPDH enzymes reversibly catalyse the oxidation and phosphorylation of D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate to 1,3-diphospho-glycerate, thus ful®lling an important role in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis. Several different types have been described in a wide range of organisms.
SCOP de®nes two domains, a NAD(P)-binding Rossmann fold domain which includes the N-terminal region plus a short stretch at the C-terminus, and a catalytic domain. Pfam holds a family for each of these domains, gpdh and gpdh_C. Both databases de®ne quite large families, including many members from various organisms.
In HOMSTRAD, the original gpdh family was not divided into domains. HOMSTRAD BETA, however, holds both domains plus the full-length family so that the relationship between the domains can be viewed. Each of the families have also been split into two to re¯ect a distinct group of proteins from hyperthermophilic Archaeon (PDB entries 1cf2_O and 1b7g_O). The Archaeon protein structures diverge from GAPDH enzymes in other organisms in a number of the loop regions. Also, BLAST hits between Archaeon and nonArchaeon family members have E-value scores no lower than 0.0005 and all but one have scores above 0.01, i.e. much less signi®cant than the scores between members within the families. Their sequence and structural differences are evident in a JOY annotated alignment that includes sequences from Archaeon and non-Archaeon families, for example in the region between around residues 50±100 (Fig. 2D) . Screen shots from one of the domain families are shown in Figure 2A±C .
SUMMARY
The facilities provided by HOMSTRAD have been extended and the core data transferred to a relational data structure, HOMSTRAD BETA, which is easier to maintain and query than the previous database. Currently, HOMSTRAD and HOMSTRAD BETA run in parallel. However, once local users have adapted to using the new system we intend to transfer all operations to the relational structure and merge the databases into one, retaining the name HOMSTRAD.
This relational data structure has allowed new facilities to be added to the web pages and has improved¯exibility so that Nucleic Acids Research, 2004, Vol. 32, Database issue D205 additional features may be integrated as the database develops. In the future we plan to hold data relating to functional residues and are also exploring the possibility of using the results from domain de®nition software to improve the automation of domain boundary prediction. Both sets of information can be integrated more easily into HOMSTRAD now that the database has been reformatted.
